A grid-tied micro-grid (MG) with the battery energy storage system (BESS) is studied in this paper. The energy storage efficiencies of the BESS are considered to optimize the operational cost of the MG. Two quadratic functions are verified and utilized to formulate the efficiencies of BESS in both charge and discharge process. Afterwards, constraints of MG power scheme are investigated based on aforementioned equations. Furthermore, the 24-hour ahead forecasting data of photovoltaic (PV) generation and loads demand are also utilized during MG modeling. To minimize the operational electricity cost of the MG in the next 24 hours, a nonlinear programming with discontinuous derivatives (DNLP) solver is applied based on the proposed constraints. Additionally, to balance the power flow of MG and reduce the effects of the forecasting error of PV generation, a two steps MG management strategy is therefore developed based on the scheduled power. Experiments are conducted to verify the relationship between battery energy storage efficiency and charging/discharging current of the lithium-ion battery. Moreover, the proposed energy management strategy is validated by the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) experiments for real-time MG operation.
, [2] . Different types of renewable energy sources (RESs), such as PV, wind and geothermal, have been developed and applied in the MGs to reduce electricity cost and environmental pollution. In the meanwhile, due to the uncertainty of these RES, energy storage systems (ESSs) including: batteries, flywheels and so on, have been widely used in the MGs. Hence, the power quality and system stability can be guaranteed. Furthermore, to control the RESs and ESSs, schedule the power flow of the MG and optimize the energy cost, droop control based hierarchical control has been therefore proposed [3] [4] [5] . In the first level (primary control) and second level (secondary control) of the MG, the voltage and frequency of the system are ensured through the control of power electronics devices. Moreover, the optimal energy management strategy is usually developed in the third level (tertiary control) to reduce cost and increase reliability.
ESS is playing a particularly important role in the MGs nowadays. The redundant energy of the RESs may be stored in the ESS in order to restrain the power fluctuation and save electricity cost. As an environmentally friendly energy storage device with high energy density and long-serving lifetime, lithium-ion battery has gained significant attention in recent years [6] [7] [8] . State of the battery would directly impact the operation and management of the MGs. In order to monitor battery's real-time status and protect it from hazardous operations, battery management system (BMS) is therefore proposed. To depict the remaining capacity of the battery, state of charge (SoC) is presented [9] . Furthermore, other states like residual energy, peak power capability, and remaining time to discharge of the battery can also be estimated based on SoC by the BMS [10] [11] [12] [13] . Additionally, since the charging and discharging processes of a battery are the conversions between electric energy and chemical energy, energy conversion efficiency of the battery is particularly important in real applications. In [14] and [15] , the efficiency of the battery is set to a constant value for both charging and discharging. Efficiencies of charge and discharge are assumed to be different in [16] and [17] which may be more reasonable. More scientifically, Lee [18] employed a discharging current considered equation to compute the efficiency of the battery energy storage system (BESS). However, battery energy storage efficiency during the charging process has not been fully discussed.
After analyzing the properties of the RESs and ESSs, power flow optimization strategy for the MGs may be developed by This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TIE.2018.2818660, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS the energy management system (EMS). Mathematical models of the generators and storage systems, e.g., voltage source converter, PV, battery, fuel cell, were proposed for the optimal operation of an isolated MG in [19] . In [20] , the range of battery charge/discharge SoC and the boundaries of input/output power were listed as constraints during the modeling of MG. Afterwards, operation cost minimization of the MG was figured out by a mixed integer linear programming approach. The uncertainty of the magnitude and capacity of the MG energy output has been considered, and then solved by the chance constrained programming based frameworks in [21] . Electricity cost of a residential MG was minimized by a mixed iterative adaptive dynamic programming algorithm in [22] , where the efficiencies of the BESS in MG during charging and discharging were computed according to the power output of the battery. However, forecasting error caused by the uncertainty of the RESs were not considered during the optimizing process in most of the above-mentioned researches. Disadvantages still exist in some of the aforementioned energy management strategies. Energy storage efficiencies of the BESS during charging and discharging were not fully discussed and implemented in the model of MG. To address these issues, particular attention was paid to the relationships between battery energy storage efficiency and the input/output current. In this paper, the 1st order RC model and charge/discharge properties of the battery are firstly illustrated to qualitatively analyze of the battery efficiency. Experiments are conducted to help to analyze the magnitude of energy loss during the operation of the lithium-ion battery and build an accurate model for battery efficiency formulation. Moreover, effects of the battery efficiency on the energy management of MG and the protection of BESS are investigated through comparative experiments. Furthermore, in order to reduce the influence of RESs' forecasting errors, a two steps strategy for energy management of the MG is employed. The first step focuses on the programming of different RESs and ESSs in order to minimize the electricity cost during the operation of MG. And the second step aims to balance the power flow and reduce the impacts of the forecasting errors based on the rule summarized from the scheduled power reference.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the configuration of the grid-tied AC MG in this case. Energy storage efficiency of the lithium-ion battery is discussed in Section III. Then, the bi-level energy management strategy for the grid-tied MG is introduced in Section IV. Experiments about BESS efficiency are conducted in Section V, where results of the simulation and hardware in the loop experiment are also analyzed in order to validate the proposed energy management strategy. The conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. CONFIGURATION OF THE GRID-TIED MG
The MG in this paper is operating on a grid-tied mode based on the hierarchical control. In this mode, the power can be delivered from the utility grid to the loads or BESS through the feeder bus. Furthermore, PV and BESS are the other energy sources in this MG, while BESS can also serve as a load. As shown in Fig. 1 , power electronics converters are utilized for interconnection of the utility grid, RES, BESS, and loads. Since the voltage and frequency of the AC bus can be guaranteed by the primary and secondary control of the MG [20] , therefore, these issues will not be discussed in this paper. The proposed energy management strategy is applied in the tertiary control. Moreover, PV array converters are operating on the maximum power point tracking method under varying environments.
The rated voltage and frequency of the AC bus is 220 V and 50 Hz RMS respectively. Maximum power of the PV system is about 6 kW. Lithium-ion battery cell is used in the BESS with a nominal capacity of 10 Ah, and properties of the cells are assumed to be identical. The nominal energy of the BESS is 30 kWh.
Non-dispatchable loads are applied in this MG. Hence, to minimize the electricity cost, the utilization of the renewable energy and the efficiency of the BESS should be maximized. Thus, properties of the PV system and BESS may be considered during the development and execution of the energy management strategy.
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Generally, BESS is composed of a few lithium-ion battery cells to supply more energy and power. Since the inconsistency of the battery cells can be reduced before battery pack assembling, hence, imbalance of the cells in the BESS will not be considered in this paper. Thus, properties of the battery cell are investigated instead of the BESS. The lithium-ion battery cell studied in this paper is manufactured by Guoxuan High-Tech Co., Ltd. in Hefei, China. In order to have a general concept of the battery cell, its performance parameters are listed in Table I . This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. 
A. Terminal Voltage
The terminal voltage of the lithium-ion battery cell would be changed with the different SoC. Curves of battery terminal voltage with 0.5 C charging/discharging current are depicted in Fig. 2 . It is evident that the terminal voltage during charging process is higher than the discharging process at same SoC. Moreover, for the lithium-ion used in this paper, the terminal voltage curve usually has a plateau within the SoC range of [20%, 80%]. The changing rate in this area is much smaller than the initial and terminative part of the charging/discharging process.
The 1st order resistance-capacitance (RC) model is employed to simulate the terminal voltage of the lithium-ion battery in this paper. As Fig. 3 shows, battery terminal voltage, V t , is composed of three parts: the open circuit voltage (OCV), V oc , the voltage drop caused by the Ohmic resistance, V o , and the polarization voltage, V p .
According to [23] , the OCV can be expressed as a function of the SoC, given as follows: ln( ) ln 1 ) 
where I is the current flowing through the battery which is assumed to be positive when discharging and negative when charging; R oc and R od are the Ohmic resistances used for charging and discharging processes respectively; C p is the polarization capacitance, and R p is the polarization resistance. Thus, the terminal voltage of a lithium-ion battery cell can be calculated as follows:
B. Energy Storage Efficiency
According to the aforementioned difference between battery terminal voltage values during charging and discharging at same SoC, it can be deduced that battery would input more energy than its output energy if charged capacity was equal to the discharged capacity. For instance, the energy used for battery charging from 0% SoC to 40% SoC is higher than battery output energy when SoC decrease from 40% to 0%. Therefore, energy storage loss of the lithium-ion battery is evidently existing.
As can be seen from Table II , the battery should inject about 35 Wh in order to get fully charged with a current of 0.3 C. However, with the same current value, it can output 32.72 Wh during discharging process. Furthermore, the output energy would be smaller if the discharging current increased to 0.5 C. Therefore, the energy storage efficiency of the lithium-ion battery is directly influenced by the operation status and the current value. Thus, two kinds of efficiency are defined in this paper: charging efficiency and discharging efficiency. Moreover, the definition formulas are given as follows:
where η c and η d are the energy storage efficiencies for charging and discharging respectively; E c (I c ) and E d (I d ) are the charged and discharged energy of the battery with current values of I c and I d ; E i is the stored energy inside the battery, which is also regarded as the referential energy here. In this paper, efficiencies at every SoC points are assumed to be equal. Fully discharged with constant 0.5 C 31.95 0278-0046 (c) 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. According to the equivalent circuit model of the battery, energy losses should be a quadratic equation of the current. Thus, η c and η d may also have second-order relations with the current flowing through the battery. Experiments are conducted in Section V to verify the relation formulas and identify their parameters.
IV. PROPOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
In order to minimize the electricity costs of the MG, an energy management strategy is developed based on the analysis of RES, ESS, and loads.
A. Objective Function
As a grid-tied MG, the main objective of the EMS is to reduce the operational electricity cost. Since the costs of planning, installation, and maintenance, e.g., the expenditures for purchasing PV panels, battery system, and converters, are sunk costs, they could not be changed by the proposed energy management strategy which is developed for optimizing the operational cost of the MG. Thus these costs will not be considered in this paper. Due to several unfathomed technical problems, e.g. power quality degradation, injecting power generation from the MG to the utility grid is not allowed in this paper. Thus, the objective function can be expressed as follows:
where J c is the total cost during the period T, which is equal to 24 hours here; E g is the injected energy from the utility grid at tth optimizing time; f p represents the unitary cost of the electricity, and it is a time-of-use (TOU) rate plan for industrial users as shown in Fig. 4 ; P g is the output power of the grid; ∆t is the unitary optimizing time, which is set to 15 min. in this paper.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the TOU tariff means that electricity costs different price at different periods of the day. Therefore, in order to minimize the electricity cost in one typical day, electricity trades to the grid should be reduced during the peak periods, which are [8:00, 11 :00] and [19:00, 22:00].
B. Constraints
In order to obtain an optimal result for MG operation, (7) is minimized according to several constraints, such as energy balance, BESS output power bound, BESS internal energy balance, etc.
Firstly, the demand of the consumers in the MG should be satisfied by the energy sources all the optimizing period. Moreover, efficiencies of the DC and AC converters are assumed to be constant. Hence, the expression can be written as follows:
where E g is the energy supplied by the utility grid; E b represents the input or output energy of the BESS; E pv is the predicted energy generated by the PV system; E load stands for the forecasting energy demand of the consumer; η g η b and η pv are the efficiencies of the converters; P b , P pv , and P load are the power of the BESS, PV, and loads respectively. Furthermore, since there are two operational modes of the BESS: charge and discharge, E b can, therefore, be written as follows:
Accordingly, the internal energy of the BESS can be represented regarding its output energy as follows:
where ∆E i is internal energy variation during an optimizing interval; P b is the input or output power of the BESS, and it is positive when BESS is discharged, and negative when BESS is charged by the PV or utility grid.
The stored energy inside the BESS should be maintained after a 24 hours' operation, so that the energy management for the next day may not be influenced. Therefore, the gross of the increment and decrement of the internal energy should be limited within 24 hours. Hence, the constraint can be given as follows:
Additionally, considering the capability of the converters and batteries, the output and input powers of the energy sources should be limited. a) For the grid, since selling electrical energy to the utility grid is forbidden. Thus the boundary for utility grid can be expressed as follows: This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. ( 1 2 ) where P g_max is the upper limit of the input power of the grid converter. b) For the BESS, based on overall consideration of the allowed charge and discharge current rate of the battery and the rated power of the converter, the boundary is therefore given as follows:
where P bc_max is the maximum charging power of the BESS; P bd_max is the maximum discharging power. Furthermore, in order to prevent the battery from overcharge and over-discharge, the ranges of batteries' SoC and internal energy are set as:
where SoC min and SoC max are the lower and upper limits of the SoC; E i_min and E i_max are the bounds of the E i . In addition, the numerical values of the aforementioned bounds are shown in Table III .
C. Energy Management Strategy
By combining the equations proposed above, (7)-(15), the optimization problem can be described as follows:
) Due to the two operation modes of the BESS, shown in (9) and (10), P b (t) is a non-smooth and nonlinear function in its domain of definition. Hence, the optimization problem of (16) should be treated as a DNLP problem.
A day-ahead scheduling approach for MG is developed based on the PV and loads forecasted data of next 24 hours in this paper. To minimize the electricity cost, the proposed DNLP This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. (16) is solved by a comprehensive tool named Lingo which is designed for building and solving linear, nonlinear, quadratic problems and etc. [24] . Notice, any other optimization tools that can solve DNLP problem, can also be used to obtain the optimal results. The PV power data forecasted based on the weather forecasting and historical PV generation database is given in Fig. 5 (a) . The blue line is the measured data, and the red one is the forecasting data. Moreover, the load's data is predicted based on the historic power demands of the consumer, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the total generation energy of the PV system is about 32 kWh in a typical day. Moreover, the energy demand is about 66 kWh within 24 hours. In order to guarantee enough time for BESS charging within a low price period to maintain the internal energy, and reduce the impact of PV forecasting error on BESS operating power at the end of EMS operation period, therefore, the day-ahead power schedule is starting from 4 o'clock in the morning. Hence, after solving the DNLP problem in (16) , optimal power references for each energy source would be obtained and sent from the EMS every 15 minutes. Scheduled powers of a typical day for BESS and utility grid are illustrated in Fig. 6 . PV and loads power data from the Fig. 5 are utilized during this optimization. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the loads are supplied by the utility grid only in the low electricity price period. Energy from the PV system is completely delivered to the loads or BESS. However, due to the predicting errors of the PV and loads, as can be seen from Fig. 5 , the scheduled power may not be appropriate for real-time operation of the MG. Thus, to address this issue, a flow diagram based on the 24-hour power schedule is then developed, shown in Fig. 7 .
As described in Fig. 7 , power references of the BESS and grid were computed by the DNLP solver and transferred to the real-time operator. Afterwards, the MG is operating from 04:00 in the morning and working under the dispatching rule as follows. If the current time, t, is in the range of [04:00, 22:00], the electricity price is less than 0.62, and the demand power is bigger than PV power, the BESS will provide the power same as power reference. Moreover, the utility grid will supply the rest of the demand. If the load's power is not bigger than PV, the required power will be provided by the BESS and PV. Likely, BESS and PV should supply the loads when electricity price is higher than 0.62. As described in Section III, the internal energy of the BESS should be controlled to its initial value after 24 hours' operation. Therefore, in order to balance the internal energy, the output/input power of the BESS from 22:00 to 04:00 (next day) can be calculated by solving the equation as follows. 1) If the internal energy of the BESS at 22:00 was less than its initial value at 04:00, the BESS should be charged. The input power is obtained by solving the equation as follows.
04:00 22:00 22:00 04:00
2) If the internal energy of the BESS was greater than the initial value, the output power of the BESS should satisfy the following equation.
P t is the input/output power of the BESS in the last 6 hours of the MG operating period; τ is the unitary time and is using the hour as unit; η is the energy storage efficiency of the battery. The increment or decrement of the BESS internal energy produced in the period of [04:00, 22 :00] would be eliminated to zero by (17) and (18) . Moreover, the utility grid may supply the remaining demand power of the loads together with BESS.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the proposed battery efficiency expression and the energy management strategy, some experiments are conducted.
A. Battery Efficiency Verification
A series of battery experiments have been designed to validate the lithium-ion battery energy storage efficiency with different charging and discharging currents. The experimental profiles are illustrated in Fig. 8 and 9 .
In order to measure the efficiency of different charging current. A fully charged battery is firstly discharged with a 0278-0046 (c) 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. In this charge and discharge circle, the energy storage efficiency at 0.3 C charging current is obtained by the discharged energy dividing the charged energy. Notice that, the discharged energy under constant 0.3 C is assumed to be the stored energy inside the battery in this paper. In other words, the discharged energy with 0.3 C is set as the reference for efficiency definition. Similarly, efficiencies of battery with 0.5 C, 1.0 C and 1.5 C charging current are therefore acquired through the current profile shown in Fig. 8 (a) . Moreover, battery storage efficiencies at different discharging current can be calculated based on the data using current profile in Fig. 9 . The lithium-ion battery is fully charged with constant 0.3 C and constant 3.65 V charging at the beginning of every experimental circle. The only difference between each circle is the value of discharging current. 0.3 C, 0.5 C, 1.0 C, 1.5 C and 2.0 C discharging currents aare used in the experiment as shown in Fig. 9 (a) . Charged and discharged energies are shown in Fig. 9 (b) . As mentioned before, the efficiency in discharging process would be the discharged energy with a certain current divide the output energy with 0.3 C.
Battery storage efficiencies under different operating current are plotted in Fig. 10 . The grey and yellow dots are the measured data from the experiment, and the green and blue curves are plotted after fitting. As analyzed in Section III, two quadratic polynomials are employed to formulate battery energy storage efficiencies and are given as follows. ( 2 0 ) where a, b, c, d, e, and f are the unknown parameters, and are identified based on the recursive least squares method and the experimental data.
B. Effect of the battery efficiency on EMS
To evaluate the proposed formulating approach, two kinds of common used approach for the formulation of battery energy storage efficiency are employed in a comparative experiment. For the first approach, battery efficiency is only determined by the charge/discharge state. In this approach, the energy storage efficiencies are two constants for the charging and discharging respectively. Moreover, in the second approach, the energy storage efficiencies during charging and discharging process are formulated with same equations. To fit the measured data in Fig. 10 , the efficiency equation in [22] is modified as
where η s is the battery efficiency calculated by the second approach.
The numeral results of aforementioned approaches are compared in Table IV . As the table shows, the approach proposed in this paper is more accurate and appropriate for battery energy storage efficiency formulation than the common used approaches in previous studies.
To investigate the effect of different battery efficiency formulating approaches on the results of EMS, experiments of EMS using the aforementioned approaches and the approach proposed in this paper are conducted. PV generation and load profiles of a typical day, as shown in Fig. 5 , are used in this experiment. The initial energy of the BESS is set to 15 kWh.
Power schemes of EMS using different battery efficiency formulating approaches are shown in Fig. 11 . Scheduled power profiles of the BESS are given in Fig. 11 (a) . It should be notice that these power profiles are the input/output power of the BESS in real operation. Fig. 11(b) shows the calculated and real internal energy of the BESS. The red line, green dashed line and blue dashed line are BESS' internal energy computed by the proposed approach in this paper. The green and blue solid lines are BESS internal energy calculated by the constant value efficiency and single equation efficiency respectively. This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Due to the errors of constant value and single equation approaches, the real internal energy of the BESS (dashed lines) may be lower or higher than the calculated value (solid lines). For example, the calculated internal energy is lower than the real value when the constant value efficiency is used during charging, as shown Fig. 11 (b) .
As shown in Fig. 11 (b) , after 24 hours' operation, the real internal energy may be higher than 15 kWh if the constant value efficiency was applied. Moreover, the internal energy may be lower by using the single equation efficiency. Both of these situations are not allowed according to the constraints. More importantly, the real internal energy would be higher or lower than the boundaries if an inaccurate battery efficiency has been used in the EMS. Thus, an accurate battery energy storage efficiency may help developing an appropriate energy management strategy of the MG, and also protecting the BESS from damages.
In summary, the proposed battery efficiency formulating approach in this paper is verified to be accurate for battery energy storage efficiency modeling and may be reliable for the EMS during power scheduling.
C. Experimental Results of the Proposed EMS
In order to validate the proposed energy management strategy, experiments under different predicting errors are conducted. To simplify the analysis, different forecasting errors of the PV power are only discussed. The predicting error is much bigger in Case 2 than Case 1. The initial condition of SoC is set to 50%, and the initial stored energy of the BESS is about 15 kWh. The energy management strategy is modeled by Matlab/Simulink and implemented in a real-time platform, dSPACE 1006, as shown in Fig. 12 . The PV and loads data are also downloaded to the dSPACE for simulation. The 1st order RC model is implemented on this platform to model the dynamic behavior of the BESS as well. Results of the MG operation is displayed on the monitor. In Case 1, a PV power profile of a sunny day with small forecasting error is implemented, as shown in Fig. 13 (a) . The mean absolute error (MAE) is 81.8410 W, and the mean squared error (MSE) is 3.6220e+4 W 2 . Scheduled power of the BESS from the DNLP solver based on the forecast PV power is plotted as the red line in Fig. 13 (b) . Moreover, the real-time operational power of the BESS is the blue line in Fig. 13 (b) . The SoC and internal energy of the BESS are illustrated in Fig.  13 (c) and (d) . The power supplied by the utility grid is shown in Fig. 13 (e) .
During the operation of the MG, the maximum SoC is 89.73%, and the minimum SoC is about 36%. Moreover, the BESS is also working in the safe range of internal energy. In the 24-hour operating period, the total cost of the electricity is 11.4 CNY. However, if there were no PV and BESS, the total cost of This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. In Case 2, a PV power profile of a cloudy day is applied in the HIL experiment. The PV power changes sharply from 11:00 to 18:00. As can be seen from the experimental result shown in Fig. 14, during the operational period, the curtailment of the renewable energy is guaranteed to be 0. The loads are supplied by the PV system and BESS when PV generation or electricity price is high. Otherwise, the utility grid and BESS are cooperating with each other to support the loads. During the operational process of the MG, the maximum SoC is 87.36%, and the minimum is 38.38%. Moreover, the utility grid is always working with low electricity price.
In the 24-hour HIL experiment, the total cost of the MG using the proposed energy management strategy is 19.4 CNY. The total cost of MG without PV and BESS is same as the cost in Case 1, which is 66.2 CNY. Moreover, if there were no EMS, the total cost of the MG would be 37.1 CNY, which would be 1.9 times higher than the one using the proposed approach.
As can be seen from the HIL experimental results in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, the forecasting errors may directly influence the optimizing results of the EMS. If the MG was operating under a small forecasting error, like Case I, the operating power of the BESS and main grid would be more similar to the day-ahead scheduled power references than the MG under large forecasting errors do. In Case I, the total cost of the real time operation is 11.4 CNY, and the total cost of the scheduled power is 11.3 CNY. However, due to the larger forecasting error, the difference of total cost between the real time operation and power schedule is 4.5 CNY in Case II. This is mainly caused by the BESS charging during the last 6 hours since the internal energy of the BESS has been used for power compensation from 8:00 to 22:00. However, even the forecasting errors may impact the operating results, the proposed energy management strategy can still help reducing the electricity cost of the grid-tied MG by optimizing the power flow and efficiency, and scheduling the BESS and utility grid. The experimental results also show that the proposed method can protect the BESS from over-charging and over-discharging, and take advantage of the RES.
VI. CONCLUSION
An energy management strategy considering the energy storage efficiency of the BESS has been developed in this paper to minimize the electricity cost of a grid-tied AC MG. The energy storage efficiency formulas of the lithium-ion battery were qualitatively analyzed based on battery electrical properties and quantificationally verified by different charge/discharge experiments. Furthermore, the proposed battery efficiency equations were validated through the comparative experiment. Moreover, these equations were employed within the modeling of MG which was aiming to obtain an optimal schedule of the power flow. Besides, the optimization issue in this paper is addressed by the DNLP solver from Lindo. Based on the schemed power reference of the sub-systems in the MG, a two-step energy management strategy of the MG was then proposed. The HIL experiment has been applied to validate the proposed MG energy management approach. It is possible to conclude that the proposed energy management strategy can reduce the electricity cost of the MG, even with different forecasting errors of the RESs.
